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https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/v74nna/youtube-netflix-slowing-services-download-speeds-coronavirus


ISPs use a number of modern network 
technologies to handle congestion in real time, 
often letting them intelligently and 
automatically “deprioritize” the traffic of heavy 
users in overloaded areas. 

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/v74jy4/experts-say-the-internet-will-mostly-stay-online-during-coronavirus-pandemic


Bandwidth management 
is a problem without a 
good solution



Two Moments in Internet History

1. Donald Davies and British contributions to packet 
switching

2. ComCast and the origins of contemporary congestion 
management



Case One: Donald Davies



A common network has 
to be a shared network



Donald Davies and packet-switching in 1966



The Routing Problem of Packet Switching



Digital communication at Project MAC 
(CTSS) circa 1965

Time-sharing computer systems were both 
experiments in computing and 
communication

Time sharing





Users

Machines



Multi-user as 
common carrier

Davies notes that time sharing systems, 
specifically the Dartmouth Time Sharing 
System, have “different kinds of users, 
for example computers offering 
real-time services and keyboard / 
printers for human use, in a way which 
allows them all to intercommunicate 
usefully.”



An early optimizer: the CTSS supervisor 



Translates time-sharing 
from a model of computer 
resource sharing to a design 
for a new digital 
communication 
infrastructure

Packets



First ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles



Optimally allocating network resources like time-sharing



The Optimization Problem
According to Leonard Kleinrock, it involved “the problem of allocating network resources to 
the demands placed upon those resources by the user population.” It was a technical 
problem distinct “from the ‘softer’ social, political, legal and ecological problems”.



“Since data carrying packets must be 
created and destroyed, the balance is 
kept by using empty packets... When 
data are ready to enter the network, an 
empty packet must be found and 
replaced by a data carrying packet.”

-Donald Davies, 1972

An Isarithmic network?



A common network does 
not have a common 
purpose



Case Two: Comcast



Network neutrality did 
not solve the network 
management



Robb Topolski uncovers Comcast slowing down P2P in 2007





Managing rise in peer-to-peer file sharing









ISPs use a number of modern network 
technologies to handle congestion in real time, 
often letting them intelligently and 
automatically “deprioritize” the traffic of heavy 
users in overloaded areas. 

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/v74jy4/experts-say-the-internet-will-mostly-stay-online-during-coronavirus-pandemic


Managing bandwidth 
management is a 
governance issue



Implications



These problems may get worse as…
Automation reduces explainability and oversight of network management

Policy forums become captured or politicized

New technologies require more complex network management



Bandwidth management 
is a problem without a 
good solution



How could human rights 
be that solution?



Thank You

Algorithmic Media Observatory

Machine Agencies
Milieux Institute
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